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Entrepreneur?

Video - Women Entrepreneurship
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 Entrepreneur

“Person who organise 
the business, 

undertakes the risk and 

enjoys the profit”

- Richard Cantillon – French Economist



 Entrepreneur
An entrepreneur is 

basically a 
businessman and he 
brings together the 

factors of production 
such as land, labour, 

capital and organises it



 Entrepreneur
An entrepreneur is more than a 

businessman, when he brings some 
innovation to his activities and value 

addition to his products or services, he is 
called an entrepreneur



 Entrepreneur
All entrepreneurs are businessmen, 

but all businessmen are not 
entrepreneurs



Leading 
Entrepreneurs



Bill Gates __Microsoft Azim Premji_wipro

Mark ZukkerbergKumar Mangalam Birla 



Beena Kannan_Seematti Sheela Kochouseph_V Star

Kochouseph Chittlappilli M A Yousaf Ali_LULU Group



Entrepreneurship?



 Entrepreneurship
A purposeful activity undertaken to 

organise profit oriented business unit 
for production or distribution of  goods 

and services





Characteristics 
of 

Entrepreneurship



Characteristics of Entrepreneurship
1. Systematic Activity – 

Step by step purposeful activity

Entrepreneurs are made but not born



Characteristics of Entrepreneurship
2. Lawful and purposeful activity - 

Aim of entrepreneurship is to run 
a lawful business



Characteristics of Entrepreneurship
3. Innovation and creativity - 

Entrepreneurship 
brings innovation and creativity



Characteristics of Entrepreneurship
4. Organises production - 

Entrepreneur brings the idea of business 
and he organises the production activities



Characteristics of Entrepreneurship
5. Risk taking - 

Entrepreneur takes all risks in business as he 
brings all factors of production including capital



Entrepreneur
Vs

Manager



Differences  Entrepreneur & Manager–
Basis Entrepreneur Manager

Risk Bearing Takes all the risks No risk – only an 
employee

Status Real owner of the 
business

Paid executive of the 
business

Motive Set up an organization 
from nothing

Render services in the 
organization set up by the 
entrepreneur

Reward Profit / Loss Salary – fixed and sure

Innovation Always innovative Simply executes the 
plans prepared by 
entrepreneur

Qualification Need not be qualified Qualification is a must

Skills He must be creative More skills in human 
relations



An entrepreneur can be a 
manager, but a manager 

cannot be an entrepreneur



Need for 
entrepreneurship



Need for Entrepreneurship
Entrepreneurship generates employment 

opportunities and it is helpful in the economic 
development of the country

Larry Page and Sergey Brin_Invented Google  
More than 75000 employment opportunities provided by Google



Functions of 
entrepreneurs to 

economic 
development



Functions of entrepreneurs 
to economic development

1. Contribution to GDP

Increase in Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is an 
indicator of economic development



Functions of entrepreneurs 
to economic development

2. Capital formation

Entrepreneurs brings own savings, funds from 
others etc. contribute to capital formation



Functions of entrepreneurs 
to economic development

3. Generation of employment

Every new business is a source of employment 
for people with different skills, which leads to 

better standard of living



Functions of entrepreneurs 
to economic development

4. Generation of business opportunities

Every new business creates business 
opportunities for others. 

Soft drink manufacturers give opportunity for bottle suppliers



Every new business creates 
business opportunities for others in 

two ways 1. Backward linkage or backward integration – 
E.g., Soft drink producers give opportunity for bottle 

suppliers

2. Forward linkage or forward integration
E.g., Soft drink producers give opportunity for 

wholesalers and retailers



Functions of entrepreneurs 
to economic development

5. Improvement in economic efficiency

Greater output from the same input by improved 
production techniques and reduction in wastage



Functions of entrepreneurs 
to economic development

6. Increasing the scope of economic activities

Every new business enterprise increases the 
scope of economic activities by increased 

production, export promotion etc.



Functions of entrepreneurs 
to economic development

7. Impact on local communities

Most of the enterprises are in small scale sector,  
they are focusing on local people for 

employment, raw materials etc. which will help to 
improve their economic standard



Role of 
entrepreneurs to 
their enterprise



Role of entrepreneurs to their enterprise

1. Opportunity scouting

Searching for business opportunities based on 
personal observation, contacts, experience, 

reports, surveys etc. 



Role of entrepreneurs to their enterprise

2. Identification of specific product offering

Selection of most suitable product from the list 
of opportunities identified. For this, he has to 

prepare a small list of projects and this process 
is called Zero in process



Role of entrepreneurs to their enterprise

3. Feasibility analysis

The entrepreneur has to ensure the feasibility of 
the product or service selected by him in terms 

of investment, environmental factors etc.



Other functions of 
entrepreneurs 



Role of entrepreneurs to their enterprise

1. Identifying market opportunities

Searching for business opportunities



Role of entrepreneurs to their enterprise

2. Accumulating resources

Men, material and money



Role of entrepreneurs to their enterprise

3. Purchasing inputs

Purchase of raw materials



Role of entrepreneurs to their enterprise

4. Marketing of products



Role of entrepreneurs to their enterprise

5. Resisting competition



Role of entrepreneurs to their enterprise

6. Dealing with departments

For approval, concession and taxes



Role of entrepreneurs to their enterprise

7. Managing human relations

Within the firm



Role of entrepreneurs to their enterprise

8. Managing consumer and supplier relations



Role of entrepreneurs to their enterprise

9. Managing finance



Role of entrepreneurs to their enterprise

10. Managing production activities



Role of entrepreneurs to their enterprise

11. Upgrading production process and              
      product quality



Role of entrepreneurs to their enterprise

12. Introducing new production techniques      
       and products

Video - Milk Bottling
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The Process of 
entrepreneurship 

development



Entrepreneurship is the process of 
interaction between the initiating person 
and the environment in which he works



Factors affecting 
entrepreneurship 

development



Factors affecting entrepreneurship development

1. Nature of economy

Capitalistic economy is more suitable for 
individual entrepreneurship



Factors affecting entrepreneurship development

2. Lower rate of income tax

It will induce the people to become entrepreneurs



Factors affecting entrepreneurship development

3. Lower interest rate

Lower interest rate on bank loans will motivate 
people to become entrepreneurs



Factors affecting entrepreneurship development

4. Moderate inflation

Stimulates entrepreneurs



Factors affecting entrepreneurship development

5. Well organised financial system in the country

Stimulates entrepreneurs



Entrepreneurship 
development 

institutes in India



Entrepreneurship development institutes in India

NIES BUD
National Institute of Entrepreneurship and Small 

Business Development

Situated at Noida, Uttar Pradesh



Entrepreneurship development institutes in India

EDI
Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India



Role of individual 
in entrepreneurship 

development



Role of individual in 
entrepreneurship development

Able and willing people are the real source of 

entrepreneurship.  They jump at the first opportunity 

and make it as their own.  In such a situation they 

have to face many challenges, once they succeeded 

many other people will be attracted to that segment



Entrepreneurial 
Competencies



Entrepreneurial Competencies
1. Initiative

Taking lead rather than waiting for others



Entrepreneurial Competencies
2. Acts on opportunities

Looks for business opportunities and acts upon it



Entrepreneurial Competencies
3. Innovative skill

Introducing something new to the market



Entrepreneurial Competencies
4. Persistence

Striving continuously until success



Entrepreneurial Competencies
5. Information seeking

Collect maximum information from various sources to 
reach the objectives



Entrepreneurial Competencies
6. Concern for high quality work

Uncompromising attitude for ensuring quality that meet 
or beat existing products in the market



Entrepreneurial Competencies
7. Efficiency orientation

Doing things faster or with 
limited resources at lower cost



Entrepreneurial Competencies
8. Systematic planning

Step by step plans to reach the goals



Entrepreneurial Competencies
9. Problem solving

Observing symptoms, diagnosing and curing



Entrepreneurial Competencies
10. Self confidence

Belief in self and own abilities



Entrepreneurial Competencies
11. Persuasion

The ability to influence others (customers, suppliers etc.)



Entrepreneurial Competencies
12. Monitoring

He should personally supervise all aspects of a project



Entrepreneurial Competencies
13. Concern for employee welfare

It will motivate the employees to serve their maximum



Entrepreneurial 
Motivation



Entrepreneurial Motivation

1. Need for achievement

One's desire to accomplish something with own efforts



Entrepreneurial Motivation

2. Need for power

One's desire to dominate and influence others by 
acquiring power and position



Entrepreneurial Motivation

3. Need for affiliation

To establish friendly relations with others



Entrepreneurial Motivation

4. Need for autonomy

Desire of independence – 
Not to work for others but for himself



Entrepreneurial 
values 

and 
attitudes



Entrepreneurial Values and Attitudes

Value represent a strong belief

Entrepreneurial values are ideals (principles 
or morals) which shape the thinking and 

behaviour of entrepreneurs 

A person who is against accepting interest will not start a 
money lending business



Entrepreneurial Values and Attitudes

A person acquires values and attitudes from 
his family and through training

Entrepreneurial development programs may be 
conducted to inculcate 

entrepreneurial values and attitudes



Prepared by:  Ajith Kanthi @ Ajith PP
SKMJ HSS Kalpetta, Wayanad, Ph: 9446 162 771

ajithkanthi@gmail.com
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